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a re used ). T hus the em ergence of a stake wi ll be lower than the ablat ion in compressive fl ow 
(a ll/OX < 0) and higher in extensive flow. 

This effec t is generally a sm a ll one, but it is not negligible- for instance if l 2 m , all/OX = - 0 . I 

year - I, and av/ay = 0 , it implies that - b = - e + o.2 m ) . Its correction is absolutely necessary near ice 
falls, as ou/ox rises to 0.3 to I year- I. To calculate the correction it is necessary to rem ember that strain
rate is a continuous process and ablation is a n intermittent one, and that wh il e it is occurring stra in-rate 
acts on a variabl e length I. 

It is usua lly convenient to set sys tematicall y two stakes (about 10 m apart) a long the same lin e of 
flow to evaluate all/OX (it is almost always possible to es timate av/ay on a small-scale m ap by observations 
of divergence or convergence of mora ines or active glacier edges) . 

When a rticulated stakes (rods with an a nchoring sys tem at the foo t of each, joined together with little 
chains) a re used, it is necessary to know whether lower rods have or have not pulled or pushed the upper 
rod. 

In regions of extending flow the whole stake is pushed up by the lower rod and knowledge of ow/oz 
is sufficient, but when the flow is strong ly compressive it becomes necessary: 

( I) to provid e a sufficient length of chai n a nd a very good a nchoring system (such as a stainl ess 
steel spring blade of sufficient length ) ; 

(2) a t every survey, to note if th e upper rod is well anchored , to push it down , a nd note its em ergence 
before and after pushing. 

In a cold glacier anchorage is very good a nd it is necessary to es timate carefully the minimum length 
of a ll the littl e chains (ablation often being small , the sta kes wi ll stay in the ice a very long time) . 

I wou ld like to thank Professor L1iboutry for his good ad vice a nd criti cism . 
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SIR, Errors in the determination of ablatioll using stakes: comments 011 Dr. Vallon' s letter 

It m a y just be worth adding the foll owing remark to M . Vallon's letter. When the strain of the ice 
over the interval considered is la rge it is perhaps not immediately obvious how to calculate the correction 
term, because the length of stake buried in the ice, the gauge length, is chang ing over the interval in a n 
irregular way, as the ablation rate cha nges. But, if on e assumes tha t the verti cal strain-rate E is constant, 
it is easy to show that 

b = e+ l.l1t , 
where b is the true ablation, e is the length of stake exposed (the apparent ablation) , I1t is the time 
interval, and I is the time a verage of the length of sta ke between the anchored point (which may be the 
bottom of the stake) and the surface. This holds for any variation in a blation rate, however irregular. 
T will not normall y be known accurately, and must be estimated from the varyi ng a blation rate over the 
interval. 
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